System stands
The stand type you have booked (please tick the box)

Customising options
ECO-PLUS

BETA

EXCLUSIVE-PLUS

No fascia board
Logo on an area of 1x1m is
included in the stand package.
Please send the logo as a
vectorised PDF or EPS to
roger.kaufmann@syma.ch

Logo fascia boards
Inscription of the fascia boards with your logo
instead of the standard lettering in black.
Order
___ No. of fascia boards

Price: CHF 150/logo fascia board
= Total CHF _______________

Coloured wall elements
The chipboard panels in the walls will be coloured
in the RAL colour of your choice.
Order
___ No. of linear meters
RAL colour:

Price: CHF 64/linear meter
= Total CHF_______________
____________________________

Printed wall elements
The chipboard panels will be printed over their full area,
or on part of their area, as per the original photo you supply.
Only makes sense if not all the wall elements are to be printed.

Order 1)
Price: CHF 295/linear meter 2)
___ No. of linear meters
= Total CHF_______________

Printed textile seal
Textile seal printed over its entire area, clamped in Keder profiles.
Only makes sense if entire walls are to be printed over their full
area.
Order 1)
___ No. of linear meters

Price: CHF 272.50/linear meter 2)
= Total CHF_______________

Printed bar element No. 601.135 3)
Both the front and the side elements of the bar counter element
can be printed.
Order for front 1)
___ No. of pieces

Price: CHF 205/piece
= Total CHF _______________

Order for side 1)
___ No. of pieces

Price: CHF 125/piece
= Total CHF _______________

WALL

No bar element in the
standard version
Only possible if a bar
element No. 601.135
or 601.136 / 137 /138
is ordered by way of an
additional item of furniture.

1

Contact for any queries:

2

Hall

3

Name___________________________________

) Please ask roger.kaufmann@syma.ch for the precise dimensions of the prepress repro.
) The price is for a standard wall height of H:2500 mm. For other wall heights, price on request.
) Bar elements Nos. 601.136 / 137 / 138 can also be printed. Price on request.

________

Stand ________

